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Abstract 
Language policy is often overlooked as a critical factor in economic development. Recentlぁthisis-
sue has generated a great deal of discussion and debate仕omeconomists and other experts arguing 
that language policy has economic implications. This paper examines language policy in Algeria， kn'Own 
as Arabizati'On， and its effect 'On educati'On and the ec'Onomy. 1 begin with a hist'Orical overview of 
Arabizati'On. 1 then explore Algeria's Arabization policy implementation process since independence. 
Finally， 1 highlight the impacts of Arabization on education quality， on pr'Ofessional quaJificati'Ons， and 
hence on the overall economy. Our finding is that Arabization has significantly contributed t'O the dete-
ri'Oration of the education system in Algeria， and has resulted in an Arabized y'Outh lost in an economy 
where the French language is predominant. 1 c'Ondude that Arabizati'On policy makers underestimat-
ed the needs 'Of the economy and the labor market， and that this issue should be addressed仕oman 
economic point ofview， regardless of politiωI ideologies. 
1. Introduction 
With the globalization of the world economy， communication has become more and more impor-
tant in economic activities. The use of a language that is understood by the majority of people is par-
amount for good communication. Recently， economists have been taking an increasing interest in 
language matters as they have come to realize that language policies have economic implications. 
The issue of language and its relationship with economics， known as “the economics of language" or 
“language economics"， was surveyed by a number of scholars inc1uding Jacob Marschak (1965)， Grin 
(1994， 1996b， 2003) and Francois Vaillancourt (1983). Jacob Marshal described language from an eco-
nomic perspective and stated that language has value， utility， costs and benefits. 
From the 1970s to the early 1980s， researchers emphasized the communicative function and human 
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capl凶 attributeof languages. They argued that language skils affect socio-economic status. The idea 
that acquired language skils can be considered as an economic advantage (Grin 2003) was expanding. 
In fact， research in this field has been in the making for more than 40 years， especially after World 
War U， when coun出esthat emerged as new nations soon after independence were faced with the 
dilemma of whether to keep the ex-colonial language besides the national language， which would 
make it a bilingual country， or reinstate and maintain the nation's language as the only language for 
the society. Itis the struggle for the officiallanguage in Canada出atgave the impetus to the earliest 
research. 
The language reinstatement strategy adopted by some countries in North A企icawas not without 
effect on the economy. This was the case for Algeria， where Arabisationl) comp紅edto its neighbor-
ing countries had major implications for the quality of the education system and professional qualifi-
cations and hence for the economy. Basing education on one medium of instruction， while the coun甘y
was bilingual， did not work well and resulted in the failure of the whole educational system. The 
weakness of the policy is visible today within a young Algerian population with low proficiency in 
both Arabic and French， a handicap and obstacle in a job market where， paradoxi団lIy，French pre-
dominates. On the other hand， the debate to address the Arabisation issue is stil ongoing， purely 
and solely based on political ideology. 
The Algerian developing economy is facing new situations caused by technological and global eco-
nomic transformation. Adapting to these new situations poses serious problems with various as-
pects， especially cultural and linguistic. The purpose of this paper is to expose the case of Algeria 
Arabisation policy as further evidence of the thesis of the aforementioned literature. It is a reflection 
of the consequences of linguistic policy and its impact on the economic development and the inte-
gration of Algeria into the global economy. First， we will briefly review the history of Arabisation， 
as well as Algeria's post-economic development plan. We叩1then focus on the diferent waves of 
Arabisation in the education sector as wel as in public enterprises. We wil then examine the effect 
it has had on the economic sector through the quality of the educational system， and its effect on the 
labor market. Our finding is that Arabisation policy was not suficiently thought through; rather， it 
was unbalanced and inconsistent with the reality and the needs of the country. Itwas implemented 
without any measures to protect the other existing languages that represent a significant asset for 
the formation of human capital. This policy resulted in a poorly educated young population unpre-
pared for the job market and for pursuing the coun仕y'seconomic development. 
1) Arabisation policy is aimed atthe spread of the use of Arabic by the suppression of French and other 
locallanguages such as coloquial Arabic and Tamazight. 
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2. Historical Overview: Renaissance of Arabic Language with the “Ulama2)" 
In the first decade of the colonial period in Algeria between 1830 and 1844， the communal lands 
known as hubus3) that were funding quranic education， the teaching of Arabic language， and were 
also paying for the upk巴epof schools， were confiscated by the colonial authorities with the aim to 
dismantle Muslim schools. This policy left quranic schools with no source of income and as a result 
many schools closed down and few were left in villages to provide classes in Arabic language， which 
increased illiteracy sh紅ply.
In the beginning of the 1920s and in the context of nationalism awakening， the movement of 
Ulama， led by Cheikh Abd巴lhamidBen Badis4)， advocated and campaigned for the awakening of an 
Algerian nation opposed to the assimilation ideology. Ben Badis was famous for his declaration:“Islam 
is my religion， Arabic my language， Algeria my fatherland." In 1924， he brought tog巴therin Constan-
tine a group of reformists to discuss plans to promote Algerian nationalism and Arabic language. In 
1931， under the leadership of Ben Badis， the reformist of Ulema established the Association of Alge-
rian Muslim Ulema. Many schools (medersas) were created to teach Arabic language outside school 
hours. 
Restoring classical Arabic language and culture was巴mphasizedand was viewed as an introduc-
tion to the independence spirit. His reformist movement was striving to strengthen the links among 
Algeria， Islam and Arabic language， links stil deeply rooted in Algerian societド
The over-emphasis of classical Arabic compared to the existing spoken languages has marked the 
linguistic policy after independence， with an unreasoning hostility to the spoken Arabic (daily Arabic 
spoken in the street， athome or souk5))， and especially Berber languages. Because of its close rela-
tionship with Islam， Arabic language was， more than any other language in the world， considered by 
its rulers as sacred and thus benefits from “quasi-idolatry"6) 
2) Muslim scholars trained in Islam and Islamic la収 Theyare the interpreters of Islam's sciences and 
doctrines and laws. 
3) Land holdings ofIslamic foundations 
4) Ben Badis (1989-1940) was the leader of The Islamic Reforms Movement in Algeria between the two 
wolrd wars. With his followers he vigorously a伍rmedthe cultural and and historical distinctness of the 
Algerian nation. 
5) An open-air marketplace or a commercial area in an Arab city. 
6) Margaret A. Majumdar and Mohamed Saad，“Transition and Development in AIgeria: Economic， Social 
and Cultural Challenges"， Bristol， UK 2005， p 135 
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3. Algeria Post-Independence Economic Development Plan 
At independence in 1962， French settlers began their exodus， returning to France by thousands 
every day， leaving behind them destroyed archives， obliterated installations and machinery7) as a re-
sult of their “scorched earth policy..sl. Algeria was faced with the di伍culttask to redress its situation 
and establish its economic polic手
Within one year about 900000 Europeans left Algeria， and most of them represented Algeria's pri-
vate capital， professionals， technicians and entrepreneurs. The country was sorely left with a big 
shortage of highly skilled manpower， an entrepreneurial class and technological know-how. The 
economy was in desperate distress， and within one year industrial output dropped sharply， GNP de-
creased by 35 per cent， and investment in the country fel by 200 per cent. The Algerian population， 
which was about 11 million in 1962 with a growth rate of 3.4 per cent per yeaζrepresented an im-
portant labor force. Iliteracy vacillated around 90 per cent and about .01 per cent of the population 
graduated仕omuniversity. 
Following independence， the new Algerian leaders were determined to build a new nation based 
on an economic development plan that would bring Algeria amongst the developed countries， and to 
restore both Arabic and Islam. They designed a development strategy characterized by a series of 
planned stages and a vast program of industrialization， which was viewed as an indispensable path 
and the primary strategy that would reduce economic inequalities， promote economic growth and 
meet social needs. 
The Tripoli Program91， which history retains under the name of the Tripoli Charter， established 
the socialist system as the model of development and required the single party as the political 
systemlOl. The program also projected the nationalization of foreign interests， the establishment of 
7) El Baki Hermasi:“LeadershかandNatio問。1Develo仰lentin North A舟ca:aω岬 arativest吟，"， Univer-
sity of Ca1ifornia Press 1972， p 27 
8) “Scorched fi巴lds"policy (1a t巴rrebrulee) is the policy adopted by colonizers destroying anything that 
might be of use to the enemy and starve the natives into submission. In the case of Algeria， France used 
this policy both at invasion and also before leaving the country following independence. 
9) In June 1962 leaders of the Front de Liberation National (FL問 metin Tripoli (Libya) to define the po-
litica1 and economic platform for independent Algeria. They unanimously adopted the Tripoli program 
which dictated the ideological orientation of Independent Algeria:“The armed struggle must be followed 
by the ideological combat， and the struggle for nationa1 independence must be followed by the people's 
democratic revolution . . . [which] is th巴consciousconstruction of th巴countrywithin the仕ameworkof 
socialist principles and with the power in the hands ofthe people." 
10) Under socialist system commercial and economic activities訂eundertake by the state. Major means of 
production are owned by the state but managed in a capitalist manner. It is characterized by the large ノ
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an industrial economy， agrarian reforms， Arabisation and independent foreign policy. 
The national development strategy was based on building an industrial base that would stimulate 
economic growth. Between 1966 and 1971， the oil sector and al other foreign entities were totally 
nationalized. Oil revenues were invested in far-reaching development projects， and allocated to pro-
viding extensive social insurance: free， universal education， health care and housing， subsidized 
foodstuffs and public transportation. All of the projects were designed to build a heavy industry that 
would transform the poor and traditional economy inherited from colonialism into an industrialized， 
modern and productive economy. 
The choices of industries to be developed were based on the notion of “industrializing 
industries"Ul. These industries， which induded cement， chemical， fertilizers， mechanical， steel， 
petrochemicals and phosphate， were to reinforce the integration of the national economy through 
the effects they produced “upstream" and “downstream". Moreover， these industries were expected 
to increase productivity and allow executives and employees to become trained in a modern and 
technologically advanced environment. The first sector to be nationalized was the oil and gas sector， 
as it would benefit other sectors of the AIgerian economy. 
This economic strategy was implemented in three-year (1967-69) and four-year (1970ー73and 
1974-77) development plans that subordinated agriculture despite the Agrarian Revolution of 1971. 
A set of technologies and machineries were imported to increase the productivity of labor. 
One of the priorities of the industrialization policy was to face the rapid population growth and 
absorb unemployment. Moreover， the implementation of industrialization policy r巴quireda highly 
skiled and educated workforce. The government deployed al financial and human means to provide 
education and training and prepare future ex巴cutives，engineers and technicians. At the same time， 
the government was promoting the status of Arabic， and launched various campaigns of Arabisation 
at di妊erenteducational lev巴Is，from the prim紅Yto the university levels， aiming at correcting the 
faults of the colonial educational system. 
、dominanceof state owned enterprises， while the private sector， both in industry and agriculture， remains 
important and grows. 
1) It is a concept introduced by French economist and Professor Gerard Destanne de Bernis. This theory 
is that certain industries may drive the development of an economy due to stronger linkage efects with 
other industries as well as growth enhancing efects. Itis the integration of the economy by creating a 
network of prime industries to provide maximum use of the natural resources. 
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4. Arabisation Planning and Implementation: From Bilinguism to Monolinguism 
(U nilingualism) 
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During 130 years of occupation， the French colonial government imposed the French language at 
al levels of society and relegated Arabic language to the status of a foreign language denying at the 
same time Algeria's national culture. Thus， in reaction to the colonial attempt to forge a new identity 
of the Algerian population， itseemed natural to the newly independent government to restore the 
national language and replace the French language in al aspects of schools， administration and 
everyday life. 
The overemphasis of classical Arabic compared to the existing spoken languages has marked the 
linguistic policy after independence， with an unreasoning hostility to the spoken Arabic (daily Arabic 
spoken in the street， at home or souk)， and especialy Berber languages. 
4.1 Arabisation of the Education System 
At independence， Algeria was a multilingual country with four languages: classical or quranic Ara-
bic， French， which was dominant and the main language of instruction， dialectal Arabic， which was 
the spoken Arabic of everyday life of al Algerian Muslims， and the Berber'2) language spoken by the 
minority of the population mainly in the Kabylia region. 
One of the most important post-independence concerns of the authorities was to restore Classical 
Arabic as the main meruum of teaching in al rusciplines. In1963， the first Algerian constitution was 
adopted and Arabic was declared the only 0伍ciallanguage. The 1964 national Charter emphasized 
the speerung up the Arabisation of education13). In the same yeaζthe government established Islam-
ic institutes with the main task of teaching Arabic. Later， in 1976， they russolved them to integrate 
them into the educational system. In 1986， the Academy of Arabic Language was created to face the 
chalenges Arabic was expected to take up. 
From October 1962， seven hours of Arabic instruction were introduced per week in al schools. In 
early 1963， that was increased to 10 hours per week out of 30 hours of classes. In 1964， the authori-
ties opted for the ful Arabisation of first grade of primary instruction. 
Due to the massive iliteracy and the fact that those who were educated were mainly fluent in 
12) The term Berber indicates the population of North A企ica，this territory which took the name of 
“Tamazigha". The Berbers prefer to be called “Imazighen" (which means noble and fre men)， and their 
spoken language is called Tamazigh. 
13) Charte d' Alger 1964 (http://www.el-mouradaia.dz/francais/symbole/textes/charte%20d%27alger.htm) 
viewed 201ν5/20 
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French rather than in Classical Arabic， the regime had to employ teachers仕omthe Middle East， es-
pecially Egypt， Syria and Iraq. In1966， there were 3500 non-Algerian teachers out of 13000 Algerian 
Arabized school teachers， which represented 279らofschool teachers. The only Algerians who were 
literate in Arabic and hired at independence were those who studied in the medersa or Quranic 
schools， but they often had no pedagogical training. 
While the Arabisation campaign continued at alllevel of the society， a ministeriallaw was adopted 
on March 1973 exempting high officials who obtained the qualification for civil service仕omthe cer-
tificate of Arabic language (Ievel 1)14). By 1975， primary education was completely Arabised， and 
French was taught企omthe fourth grade of primary school， while a two-tier system was adopted in 
secondary and post-secondary schools. In 1976， only French schools were providing instruction for 
those rejecting Arabisation. 
In January 1981 a High Council of the National Language was created to follow up and control the 
Arabisation processI5). In 1982， Arabisation intensified and a decree was signed providing for the to-
tal Arabisation of the first y巴紅 ofsocial and political science， law and economics at university. The 
decree aimed at enabling the holders of Arabized baccalaureates to p町 suetheir higher education. 
Between 1981 and 1982， basic education and arithmetic were Arabised. In secondary schools， the 
Arabisation of mathematics was done progressively and by 1989 and 1990 the baccalaureate was ful-
Iy Arabised. Moreover， the teaching of Spanish， German and Russian at the middle school level was 
cancelled， and became optional at high school， on an巴qualfooting with drawing and music. 
In 1988， the Algerian President， Chadly Benjedid， signed decree 19.09.88 prohibiting Algerian 
children， including those with dual nationali切仕omattending French schools in Algeria， where they 
were seeking bilngual education. On January 16， 1991 a new law， No 91-05， related to the use and 
promotion of Arabic language was adoptedI6). The new law mandated that administration be fully 
Arabised by July 5， 1992， and tertiary education by 1997. Furthermore， the law applied to public 
meetings， debate， private and public sectors. Any oficial document or correspondences should be 
written in Arabic， and as of July 5th 1992 any document writen in other languages were considered 
null and void. Billboards and road signs as well as newspapers， with the exception of French newspa-
pers already approved， had to be in Arabic. Any violation of this law would be subject to a fine be-
tween 1000 and 5000 Algerian dinars (approximately USD 40 and USD 200). 
14) Journal oficial de la Republique Algerienne No 28 April 6， 1973 p 336 
15) Gilbert Grandguillaume，“Les enjelαde la question des langues el Algerie':les langues de la medite-
ranee， Editions l'Harmattan， les cahiers de Confluences， Paris 2002 (htp:/grandguillaume.fre.fr/ar_fr/ 
enjalgerie.html) viewed 201ν'07/23 
16) Journal oficial de la Republique Algerienne No 03， January 16 1991 p 38 
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Later on， the Ministry in charge of universities had announced the total Arabisation of higher edu-
cation for the new academic year 1991. The ministry was planning to hire 1500 Iraqi professors， but 
this could not be completed as late President Boudiaf set up a commission to prepare the freezing of 
the law that became 0伍cialin]uly 1992 through presidential decree 92/02. 
1n 1993， the authorities attempted to substitute English language for French as the first foreign 
language starting企omthe fourth grade of primary education. However， the decision seemed unpop-
ular as only 10% of parents chose English， and the majority opted for French as a foreign language， 
despite the motivators (English as出einternationallanguage of communication， and the language of 
science and technology) that were put forward. 1t was argued that this new policy was a way of re-
ducing the spreading of French rather than facing globalization and adapting to the 1nformation and 
Communication Technologies (1CT) world where science terminology is in English. 
On ]anuary 16， 1996 a new law on “the Generalization of the Use of Arabic" was unearthed and 
adopted providing for the completion of Arabisation by 1998 for secondary level， and by 2000 for uni・
versities. While Medicine and Engineering were stil taught in French， students were obliged to take 
Arabic lessons. Furthermore， the government created a committee to supervise Arabisation in the 
three main universities: AIgiers， Oran and Constantine. The law was criticized and one of the reac-
tions was the disapproval of the opposition members as wel as non-Arabic speakers denouncing the 
law as unreasonable and exclusive. 
Arabisation policy was seen as an anti-Kabyle measure， which triggered Berber's hostility towards 
Arabisation and caused riots in Kabylia in 198017) known as “Berber's Springぺwhichresulted after a 
long struggle in the recognition of Berber language (Tamazight) as a nationallanguage in2001. 
Ongoing and heated arguments charact巴rizeddebates around the Arabisation policy. There were 
two trends that divided the AIgerian political society on Arabisation. 
1. A trend supportive of the Arabisation decision hence monolinguisn， aiming at placing an Arab 
and Muslim stamp on Algeria and to install a non-western identity (Grandguillamue 2002)， 
2. A trend that claimed bilingualism and supported the maintaining of French language without 
rejecting Arabic and advocated for a cautious Arabisation (Grandguilaume 2004). This main-
stream lost political backing in 1992， when Arabisation had reached al levels of societぁIn
1999， they regained favor with the newly elected and current President Bouteflika. 1n addi-
tion， following the recognition of Berber language (Tamazight) as a nationallanguage， the op-
position has diminished. 
Since his election in 1999， President Bouteflika stated many times his favor for multilingualism. 
17) The Arabisation Movement (htp:/countrystudy.us/algeria/a46.htm) viewed 201ν'09/08 
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On many occasions， he has expressed himself in French in his public declarations， both in Algeria 
and overseas. Moreover， he declared that it is unthinkable to study sciences in Arabic for 10 years 
when you伺 ndo it in one year". He further declared that“there is no linguistic problem in Algeria 
butjust a rivalry and fights to take the place of those educated in France". In 2000， President Bouteι 
lika promoted the work of the National Commission on Reforming the Education (CNRSE) set up in 
February 2000， which submitted a report of planned reforms a year later. 
4.2 Arabisation of the Economic Sector 
Another important step of Arabisation policy was towards unifying and spreading the usage of 
Classical Arabic in the administration and the economic sector. 
In 1968， there was clearly a contradiction between the theory and the practice of Arabisation. The 
Ministry of National Education was aggressive in implementing Arabisation policy whereas adminis-
tration was fully functional only in French. In reaction to this situation， the government signed ordi-
nance No 29 on April 24由 1968to impose the learning and mastering of Arabic language on al civil 
servants and employees of public enterprises. Later， a test of Classical Arabic became mandatory. 
This measure was intended to train future managers and executives to communicate in Classical 
Arabic while using technical terminology relevant to their work activities. 
During the first national conference on Arabisation held in 1975， President Houari Boumedienne 
reaffirmed in his opening speech the principles of Arabisation policy and highlighted the new meas-
ures tointroduce and establish Classical Arabic as the only working tool. These measures are: 
1. Evaluate Arabisation among civil servants through questionnaires and surveys to which 
workers had to reply 
2. Provide lessons of Classical Arabic to civil servants 
3. Design textbooks， and translate into Arabic administrative forms， laws and oficial texts in al 
administrations and Ministries. 
Furthermore， tohelp French speakers and the new Arabised generation to work together， inter-
pretation and translation ofices were established in every Ministry. Translators were in charge of 
translating al oficial documents， laws and regulations and correspondences.τexts were stil drafted 
in French， and the translation work was widely percieved as a big workload， aswell as a waste of en-
ergy and time. 
On January 16， 1991 a new law， No 91・05，related to the use and promotion of Arabic language was 
adoptedI8). The new law mandated that administrations be fuly Arabised by July 5， 1992. The law 
18) Journal oficial de la Republique A1gerienne No 03， January 16 1991 P 38 
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applies to public meetings， debate， private and public sectors. Any oficial documents or correspond-
ences shou1d be written only in Arabic， and as of July 5山 1992any documents written in other lan-
guages would be considered nu11 and void. Any violation of this law wou1d be subject to a fine 
betwe巴n1000 and 5000 A1gerian dinars (approximately USD 40 and USD 200)19). Another law fol-
lowed in December 1996 which emphasized the use of the nationallanguage in the sectors where 
French was stil1 the working tool. 
4.2.1 Arabisation Waves in Public Enterprises 
ln 1962， when the A1gerian government embarked on a policy of mass nationalization， attention 
fel1 on domestic gas and oil operations， and al1 oil assets were nationalized. ln February 24th 1971， 
President Houari Boumedienne announced the nationalization of al1 French oil and gas holdings 
operating in the country， and the Algeria's National oil and gas company， Sonatrach20>， has been fuly 
integrated as part of the national government structure of Algeria. The company was to play the 
crucial and leading role in the development of the economy by serving other economic sectors. 
Since its nationalization， Sonatrach has been through three waves of Arabisation. ln 1986， the au・
thorities established the committee for the generalization of the use of the national language 
(GLUN) in order to design a strategy to Arabise the enterprises' activities related to the external 
environment， such as customer service， public relations， communication and information. Like al1 
other public enterprises， Sonatrach was expected to comply with the new instructions and use 
Arabic as the sole working language in al1 its activities. 
ln 1991， Article 8 of law 9ν05 mandated that exams and tests for recruitment in administration 
and public enterprises be given in Classical Arabic. In 1996， article 11 of ordinance 96-30 of 
December 21 instructed that al1 exchanges and correspondences of al1 administrations， enterprises， 
and associations， regardless of their purpose， must be writen in Classical Arabic. In addition， 
lessons in Classical Arabic were provided to the employees for a period of one to two months. 
The泊mewaves of Arabization were implemented in the state-owned company Sonelgaz， in 
ch紅geof electricity and gas distribution in Algeria. A11 the efforts to Arabise the personnel and 
management as wel1 as the training center of the company were unsuccessful， and French was stil1 
utilzed as the main language. 
19) Djite， pa凶inG.， "The Arabisation 01 Algeria: Linguistic and Sociotolitical Motivations"， 1nternational 
Journa1 of Sociology， Volume 98 (1)1， P 1 
20) SONATRACH is an A1gerian government-owned company formed to exploit the hydrocarbon resources 
of the country. 1t is responsible not only for oil and gas production， distribution， refining and processing 
but also for oiland gas industry enginering and exploration 
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5. Impacts of Arabisation Policy on the Economy 
Algeria's economy has gone through the painful path of economic reforms and restructuring， while 
dealing at the same time with the social unrest and turmoil of the late 1980's and 1990's. The 
market-based economic reforms have had number of positive economic effects and have led to 
impressive and unexpected results. This success was due to the Algerian government actions 
undertaken to provide a better economic and business environment such as price liberalization， a 
new commercial code， and smoother salary and regulatory laws. Since 2002， favorable international 
situation and a good macroeconomic control had enabled Algeria to maintain a respectable level of
economic growth， especially between 2002 and 2005， when solid growth was maintained at an aver-
age of 4.5 percent. 
In 2011 the Algerian economy grew by 2.6%， the rate of inflation was 3.9% and the budget deficit 
was 3% of GDP. The current-account surplus is estimated at 9.3% of GDP加 dat the end of Decem-
ber 2011 oficial reserves were put at USD182.2 bilion. If hydrocarbons are excluded， growth has 
been estimated at 4.8%. Growth performance in the last ten years was accompanied by a significant 
decrease of the nationallevel of unemployment仕om30% in 2000 to 10% in 201121). 
This stable macroeconomic environment is an important advantage that provides a good base for 
future development in Algeria. However， despite al this undeniable potential， Alg巴rialags far behind 
many other economies in the region and a number of chalenges remain to be tackled in order for it 
to become more productive， and to cut unemployment， which has become a m勾orissue. One of the 
factors behind this low performance of the Algerian economy is the education system and human 
capital development， which was very much affected by the Arabisation policy and methods. 
5.1 The Quality of Education 
During the post-independence era the Algerian government had two objectives: universalizing 
school enrollment and restoring Classical Arabic as the medium of teaching in al disciplines. Indeed， 
Algeria did achieve significant successes in universalizing primary education and increasing access 
to other levels of education， asshown in the below tables and figures. Important investments inedu-
cation were financed entirely by public spending with more than 40% of the national budget. 
Table 1 shows the achievements yielded by the post-independence education reforms. Entrance 
rates increased企om51.10 per cent between 1966 and 1967 to 77.5 percent inthe period 1981-1982. 
Results are also impressive with regard to gender disparity. Girls' enrollment increased仕om37.8 
21) IMF Country Report No. 12/22， ]anuary 2012 
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School Entrance Rates (1966-1983) % 
196か19671969-1970 1970 1975-1976 1977 1977-1978 1979-80 1981-1982 
Total 51.10% 55.8 54.7 73.4 70.9 72.5 72.2 77.5 
Boys 58.5 67.4 伺.3 83.8 81 80.8 82.4 
Girs 37.8 45 43.2 58.3 60.3 59.6 61.6 56 
Urbanareas 53.7 81.4 81.4 96.2 88.5 88.5 
RuralAreas 32.7 46 46 52.3 53.1 53.1 53 
Table 1. 
Source: Klaus and Elenore ]acob，“Eduαtion andτraining in the People's Dem町 aticRepublic of AJgeria"， Asia， A企iα
Latin America special isue 16， Berlin 1985， p 108 
Figure 1. 
Net enrolment rates in primary education by sex (%)， 1991・2010
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percent in 1966-1967 to 61.6 per cent in 1979-1980 compared to 58.5 per cent and 82.4 per cent for 
boys in the same period. 
Figure 1 ilustrates the enrolment rate at primary school between 1991 and 2010， which repre-
sents the second wave of education reforms undertaken by the Algerian government. The primary 
education enrolment rate increased仕om89 per cent in 1991 to 98 per cent in 2010. 
The educational reforms were supposed to bring both quantitative and qualitative changes， how-
ever only the first aspect was taken care of. Moreover， education quality declined sharply. The school 
completion rate， examination results and educational wastage are clear indications of the eficiency 
and efectiveness of the Algerian education system. The dropout rate remains very high at 5% in 
2009， and the rate ofrepeaters at allevels stood at 7.5% in 2010. Higher education reforms remain 
focused on increasing the number of baccalaureate holders and ensuring their access to university 
rather than on improving curricula， ofwhich most are not adapted to market needs. A number of 
surveys and studies view the Arabisation policy as the main回useof this failure. 
To escape Arabisation， many parents preferred toenrol their children in private schools toensure 
bilingual education. However， the bilingual sector was cut back folowing the authorities' decision on 
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Arabisation and education became monolingual. 
The hiring of teachers企omother Arab countries was criticized for making Algerian schools a 
dumping ground for unskilled foreign unemployed. While pupils could understand Algerian teachers 
clearly， itwas dificult for them to understand Middle Eastern teachers who had no common lan-
guage in which to communicate. The difficulty was more serious with the Egyptian primary school 
teachers sent to the Berber-speaking region where pupils mistook Egyptian dialect for Classical 
Arabic. Teaching math and science in Arabic was challenging， as仕ancophoneteachers of math and 
science were re-trained as teachers of Arabic language. 
Society's opinion was also more in favor of French than Arabic. In a survey conducted in 1983， 
pupils from primary schools were asked which language at school-French or Arabic-would give 
them better chances to find an interesting job in the future. 88.5% replied French and 11.5% Arabic. 
In 2000， the national center of studies and analysis of planning (CENEAP) conducted a survey and 
asked parents in Algeria if French had an important role in society， business and administration. The 
survey revealed that 73% of parents replied yes and 24% replied no. 
Few bilingual prim紅yand secondary schools were maintained “unofficially"， such as the famous 
former secondary school (Lycee) Descartes， nationalized and maintained as bilingual for the benefit 
ofthe “'AIgerian elite" and the diplomats' children. While private schools were banned， inNovember 
1987 the first private school， Bendali School opened in the outskirts of AIgiers， offering instruction 
in French. 
The President of the CNRSE， Mr. Ben Zaghou， straightforwardly declared that the foundation 
sch∞Is were a failure and had become moribund， which resulted in a bilingual iliterate youth il-
eqUIpped to take over the management of the economy. He also recommended in his report the 
reestablishment of French language企omthe second year of primary level. 
The latest reforms undertaken in 2002 reintroduced French as the first foreign language企omthe 
second year of primary education， and English has been introduced as the second foreign language 
from the sixth grade of middle school. Despite the recommendation of the CNRSE to teach science 
and mathematics in French， they are stil taught in Arabic with a new terminology list inFrench to 
help students pursue their studies in universities where subjects are taught in French. 
The unplanned Arabisation process resulted in the deplorable situation of education in AIgeria. It 
has seriously affected the education system's capacity to acquire the scientific and technical knowl-
edge needed for any improvement. 
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5.2 Impacts on Professional Qualifications and Labor Market 
In 1993， the first Arabized students enrolled in universities where French was stil the language of 
instruction. Despite the authorities announcing in 1991 the total Arabisation of universiti~s， and the 
1998 and 2000 law predicting the Arabisation of universities， French is to date the language of 
instruction for natural sciences， technology and engineering and medicine. Many brilliant and 
talented students could not continue their studies in medical or engineering schools because they 
have been studying in Arabic and their level of French did not enable them to study at University 
where al subjects are stil taught in French， with the exception of religious studies and Arab 
literature. 
Furthermore， those who were educated in French had more chances to find a job than those 
mastering only Arabic. In the 1980s this situation created unrest at the universities， asstudents of 
Arabized disciplines protested against favoring the French speakers for the career opportunities 
offered to them. 
A number of Algerian intellectuals have denounced the Arabisation policy and the teaching 
approach. Arabisation policy resulted in “bilingual iliteracy" (Khaoula Taleb Ibrahimi， 2001). New 
graduates are confused as Arabic is the language of school and French is the language of university 
and more importantly the language that dominates the Algerian labor market. In addition， curricula 
were outdated and not suited to the qualifications needed in the market. 
The labor market in Algeria is currently experiencing a shortage of qualified labor， which is， apart 
from other considerations， such as the quality of the economic environment， an economic disadvan-
tage. Specialties， interms of quality， such as certified weld巴rs，re仕igerationtechnicians and even 
experienced plumbers in the latest techniques in the field of environmental engineering， have 
become scarce “commoditiesへMoreover，the further south one looks， the greater the chances of 
not finding skilled labor. 
The quality and the language of teaching and training are the main sources of these problems. In 
vocational training and centers， the language of instruction is Arabic. And what is today also pushing 
students in Algeria to avoid technical disciplines taught in vocational centers are the absence of 
quality literature translated into Arabic and a lack of unanimity on the use of technical terminology 
in Arabic. 
In the latest Global Competitiveness Report for Arab States 2011-201222)， the Algerian economy 
has dedined in ranking and lags behind many other economies in the region， ranking 87出 overall.
22) The Global Competitiveness Report is published on yearly basis by the World Economic Forum and 
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) to supporting the wor1d's eforts 
to boost competitiveness and growth 
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The report added that one of the most problematic factors for doing business in Algeria is the inade-
quately educated workforce. In addition， 11 per cent of those with tertiary education are unemployed 
due mainly to the persistent mismatch between the skils and the requirements of businesses. 
Enterprises often cite lack of suitable skils and language acquisition as an important constraint to 
hiring. 
Although there are some reservations， Wikil巴aks23)released a US State Department cable which 
was drafted by US Embassy in Algeria titled “Trilingual Ilitrates: Algeria's language Crisis" in 
September 2011， and based on my 5 years of experience working at the economic section of the US 
Embassy in Algeria， the probabilities of this report existing are high. The cable states that“the 
decades of government-imposed Arabisation have produced an under-40 population that， inthe 
words of仕ustratedAlgerian business leaders，“is not fluent in anything" and therefore handicapped 
in the job market"24).1t is also stated that graduates of Algerian schools must spend time and money 
to re-learn math， science， engineering and commerce in French to be able to follow their studies at 
university or compete for jobs in Algeria and abroad. Arabisation led those who can afford to seek 
education in French or English to enroll in private schools in Algeria or Europe. 
The cable also reports opinions and declarations from Algerian private and foreign business repre-
sentatives who lamented about Algerian workers who are unable to function in any language. The 
marketing director of privately-owned group ETRHB Hadad， Mr. Mohamed Hakem， said that 
language training in French and English for new recruits is v巴ryexpensive and time consuming. Mr. 
Ait Ahcen added that the current Algerian market favors the wealthy elites who can afford private 
schools in Algeria or abroad. The report concluded that Arabisation has made the literacy process 
more difficult and resulted in a “lost generation" representing 70% of the population under 30 which 
is left out and that no-one other than the wealthy elite can participate in the international economy. 
5.3 The Failure of Arabization in Public Enterprises 
Despite al the laws put forward that demanded the use of Classical Arabic and threatened 
sanctions for norトcompliance，no progr巴sswas made in public enterprises and the policy was un-
successful. To date， French is stil dominating in al aspects of the economic sector. 
23) Wikileaks is an intemational online self-described “not-for profit" media organization (wwwλlIikileaks. 
org ) that publishes and comments on submissions of secret information and clasified media. The 
website was launched in 2006 under the Sunshine Press organization. In November 2010， Wikileaks， in
collaboration with major global media organization， relωsed US State Department diplomatic cables 
which became public in September 2011. 
24) US Embassy A1giers (A1geria)，“苛inlingualIlitrates: A1geria's language Crisis"， October 16， 2008. 
[htp:/www.cablegatesearch.net/cable.php?id=08A1giersl121] viewed 2011/10/23 
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Sonatrach's main concern is to ensure its place in the world and expand its activities overseas. 
French remains the only language used at work in companies， especially for contracts and for al 0伍.
cial documents signed with its foreign partners. French is also used in writing reports， minutes， ten・
ders and biddings. 
As the main supplier in currencies and the biggest employer of the country with 125000 workers， 
Sonatrach's current language concern is neither Arabic nor French， but the English language which 
is the main language used in the hydrocarbon sector around the world. In 2006， the company 
launched an ambitious training program that included a convention with a foreign training center to 
provide intensive English classes to improve executives' English skils. At the same time， French 
classes are provided to employees and new graduates of the Arabized education system. 
The Arabization policy also failed in the second major public enterprise， Sonelagaz， which employs 
more than 47000 workers， and where French is widely used while Algerian Arabic dialect dominates 
in interpersonal communication. English language is also considered in Sonelgaz an important asset 
needed for daily business with the rest of the world. 
Conclusion 
Fifty years after independence， the results of Arabisation in Algeria and al its implemented lan-
guage policies in favor of classical Arabic has had the result that a good part of the population has a 
passive use of the language (reading， listening)， while the management of the economy and its corol-
lary modernity continue to be provided in the language of Moli邑re，which retains a privileged role as 
the first language in Algeria. 
The needs of the economy were underestimated by the designers of the Arabisation policy. The 
policy was not uniform and required considerable human resources that were lacking at the time. In
addition to the financial crisis， the lack of appropriate documentation and textbooks， and unqualified 
t回chers，Arabisation contributed to the collapse of the Algerian educational system (Grandguillaume 
2002). Moreover， the labor market was not in favor of Arabisation and not yet ready to absorb an 
Arabised labor. French is stil the dominating language in the economic sector and ifthere were any 
attempt to change the working language， they would be more favorable to English than to Arabic. 
Today Algeria is obliged to diversify its income and industrial development， and to reduce oil rev-
enues， which make the economy very仕agile.Developing growth strategies to attract national and 
foreign private investors to the market and orient them towards sectors with high value added is 
fundamental， along with financial reforms as well as upgrading education system quality. 
Arabisation policy is not just a language issue but also a teaching approach and method. Inthe face 
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of globalisation， the coun佐yshould not proceed to an identity globalisation; on the contrary， Algeri-
ans must keep their identity， but at the same time they should find a balance of the nation and 
state-building processes. The development of a nation goes hand in hand with the development of its 
languages. So it is time for language policies in Algeria to be more democratic and be more engaged 
in economic development. 
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